The HoistCam™ (http://www.hoistcam.com) from Netarus is a rapidly deployable wireless electronic night/day camera platform. HoistCam places the eyes of the crane operator anywhere on the job. Safety is increased, and efficiency improved by making instant visual information available anywhere.

**FEATURES**
- Weatherproof camera with magnetic mount, built-in battery, wireless transmitter and camera
- 2.4Ghz directional wireless antenna and receiver
- Base magnets to mount to any magnetic surface
- 9” display in operator's cab
- Infrared illuminators and variable focal lens
- Rechargeable battery; Run-time from 8 to 24+ hours
- Storage temperatures between -10°C to +50°C
- Operating temperatures between -40°C to +50°C
- Safety lanyard and rugged transport case
- Dimensions: 10” x 8” x 7” (with camera)
- Weight: Approximately 14lbs

**OPTIONAL FEATURES**
- External battery pack (HC163)
- Integration with Blackberry, Android and Apple (iPad/iPhone) tablets and smartphones
- Additional cameras with split screen display
- Custom integration also available
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